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A VISIT TO TWO AUSTRIAN LIBRARIES

Sury and Les Braun of the NSll Guild of Craft Bookbinders recently returnedfrom a tour of Europe where they visited
some of the cultural establishments; among them being the Austrian National Library in Vienna and the Benedictine
Abbey at Admont. Desciptions of these libraies is based on literature provided to visitors and the photographs
accompanying this article were taken by Suzy and Les.

he Austrian National Library ranks as one of
the world's greatest libraries, having a collection in
excess of 6.4 million items including 2.4 million

printed books. The Habsburg monarchs being book
collectors of great repute, commenced the collection il the
late middle ages, acquiring rare items such as the
Evangeliarum of John of Troppau which was commiss-
ioned for the great connoisseur of art, Drke Albrecht III in
1368. From the l5th century, the Habsburg collections
were stored in different depositories located at the Swiss
tract ofthe Hofburg, the Monastery ofthe Minors and later
at Reichskanzleitrakt.

At the end of the Spanish and Turkish Wars, Emperor
Charles VI (171140) ordered the erection of a specific
library building and he commissioned the famous architects,

Johann Bemhard Fisher von Erlach and his son Joseph

Emmanuel forthe work. The building design followed two
aims: according to baroque tradition, it should provide a

splendid sfiucture for the book treasures and, just as

importantly, to gloriS the emperor. The Flall of State was

erected in three years (1723-26).

The architectural design of the library consisted of a dome

andtwo lateral wings, thisbeing representative ofthe perfect
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type for abaroque library. The interior decoration ofthe
hall is one of great artistic magnificence; the dome fiesco
having the apotheosis of Emperor Charles VI flanked by
paintings of war and peace, the ceiling frescos being
created by Daniel Gran. Pairs of columns divide the hall
to indicate Emperor Charles Spanish claims, the columns
of Hercules representing Gibraltar. A life-sized statue of
the Emperor himself stands in the central oval surrounded

by statues of imperial military leaders and members of the

Imperial House.

The two storeyed book shelves which encircle the library
hall all round and, together with the book case doors
leading to the former study closets with further stacks for
books, has a total capacity of about 200,000 books. The
precious fumishing of the hall mostly from the 16th and
17th centuries, is also equal to the importance of the books
storedthere. The famous libraryof approximately 15,000
volumes of Prince Eugene of Savoy was acquired after his
death and is deposited in the central oval ofthe hall.

Originally, the baroque hall was intended to serve not only
as a depository forthe complete stock ofthe Imperial Court
Library but also as working room for librarians and as a
public reading room since the library had been rntended for
public use by Emperor Charles M as early as 1726. Inthe
course ofthe continuous expansion ofthe Court Library as

an institution ofresearch, the baroque hall could no longer
store all holdings. Therefore the library had to expand into
the surounding buildings - the Augustine Monastery and
later onthe Neue Burg. Deqpite the preservation restrictions
applicableto some items, mostofthe books,however, may
be used for research purposes,

The Austrian National Library currently has several
collections and special deparhnents:
Printed Books Collection including those i:r the State
Hall, comprise printed books starting from the year 1501

up to the present time, (among those being Emperor
Maximilian' s Theuer dank, especiaily I us tri ac a),scientifi c
literature from aworld selection , about 17,600 periodicals,
over 192,000 broadsheets and posters, and 27,000 ex-
libris.
Manuscripts and Incunabula Collection of 50,000
manuscripts, autographs totalling 260,000 and almost
8,000 incunabula items including world famous Viennese

Genesis,the Viennese Dioscuides,a copy of the 42-lined
Gutenburg Bible or the Tabula Peutingeiana.
Map Collection of245,000 maps and atlssss insluding the
atlas of Prince Eugene of Savoy, the Atlas Blaeu-Van der
Hem, one of the largest globe collections in the world and
283,000 geographic-topographical views.
Music Collection of 48,200 music manuscripts among
them from Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Alban Berg, etc,
over I 60,000 volumes ofprinted music, scores, photographs
of music manuscripts, records and tapes.
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Papyrus Collection of 195,000 items ofpapyri, rarissima,
ostraca, old parchments, etc.
Photographic Prints Collection of 908,000 photographic
negatives, over 830,000 prints, portraits and items from the
former Habsburg Fideikommiss Library.
International Esperanto Museum - Collectionof Artifi cial
l,anguages being the largest collection of itskind worldwide.

The Austrian Archive of Literature, the Institute for
Restoration and the technical library departments also
belong to the Austrian National Library. In accordence
with its central function, other departments are also housed
within the Austrian National Library viz, the Planning
Centre for Austrian Libraries, the Central Editing
Board of the Austrian Library Network, the Central
Catalogue of Foreign Books, the Library Training
Centre, the Austrian Bibliography, the Department of
Inter-Library Loans and the Book Exchange Office.

The Benedictine Abbey Monastery at Admont,
Central Austria, was founded by archbishop Gebhard of
Salzburg (c.1088) with a dotation given by St Hemma of
Gurk (c.1045) and was consecrated rn 1074.

The library hall was constructed by the architect Joseph

Hueber from Graz and finished n 1776. The hall is 70m
length, l4m width (including the embrasures) and 11.3m
in height but the middle dome is 12.7m high; so the

building is one ofthe largest monasteries in the world. The
seven ceiling frescoes were done by Bartelomeo Altomonte
(c.1783) and the sculptures by Joseph Stammel (c.1765).

The hall is divided hto three main parts, each part being
lavishly ornamented with many sculptures and highly
detailed ceiling frescoes. Unfortunately, it is not possible

to de scribe frrlly these items within the scope of this j ournal
and ofthe religious symbolisms implied, all ofwhich make
very interesting reading, but a brief description together
with the photographs is set out:
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First Part of the Hall
Sculptures: King Solomon's judgement, Moses receiving

the law tablets, the Prophet Elias, St Peter

with the keys and St Paul with the sword.

Ceiling Frescoes: Apollo with the nine muses, Per-

sonifications of various sciences (medicine,
pharmacy, chemistry), Theological types -
the three divine virtues, and the seven gifts
ofthe holy ghost.
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ofabbot Matthew Offoer (c.1779) underwhom the library
hall was built. The elaborate clock above the rear door

dates from I 80 I and requires to be wound only once a year.

The library now has 150,000 volumes with special coll-
ections of theology and history. Its most unique treasures

are the 1,400 manuscripts and 900 early paintings. All
books and library equipment are available for scientific
use. Se lected old books (e xchanged annually) are displayed

lnterior views of one of the rnonostery's holls showing s ome of the mony book /ined shefues, the ceilingfrescoes, woll

ondfloor decorotions, stotueq corvings ond richty ornomentd doorc, orchitroves ond otherfeotures, Onecon hordly

comprehend the immensity of the scole of mognitude of eoch of the library's holls.

Second Part (Middle) of the Hall in the show cases in the hall. The Library is opened to

Sculptures: The Four Last Things (for a human mortal)- visitors mostly daily @ut closed for the lunch hour), the

The Death, The Last Judgement, The Hell, hours of opening depending upon the time of year, but is

The Heaven closed Mondays from November to March.

Ceiling Frescoes: The fight between true faith repre-
sented by the prophets, the evangelists, and
some early fathers.

The Third Part of the Hall
Sculptures: Jesus teachilg in the temple, St Luke with

the bull's head, St John with the eagle, St

Mark with the lion and St Matthew with the
little angel.

Ceiling Frescoes: Divine and human law, the science of
history withthe godoftime Kronos, grammar

and philosophy with the personifications of
the classic languages.

Other remarkable details in the library hall are worth
noting. There are 68 gilded busts ofwell-known artists and
scholars on the bookcases. The four continents but not
including Australia are also depicted on the bookcases and
the Sibyls - the four winding stairs leading up to the gall-
eries behind the secret doors. Above the entrance is a bust
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MONOGRAPHS FROM THE BOOK.FINISHERS' FRIENDLY CIRCULAR

An Association of Finishers belonging to the Frtendly Society of lournqmen Bookbinders of London and Westminster
was formed for the protection of their common interest and the desireability of such Association evinced not only by the
unanimous and unqualified approval of the partakers in thefestivities of its anniversaries, but also in the actual and
sterlingbenefitsconferredonitsindividualsgenerally. TheAsssociationinordertocarryoutitsobjects,resolvedtostart
a peiodical of its ownwhichwere issued over the peiod 1845-1851, with the aim to bind into the one Friendly Volume
to the Finishers of the Trade. The NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders has such a volume from which the two following
monographs have been repinted.

1. THE ALDINE STYLE

ERIVES its name from a noted printer named
Aldus Manutius, a Roman by birth, who was born
in the year lM6 or lM7.

His christian name, Aldus, was a contraction ofTheobaldus;
and to this sumame he sometimes added the appellarion of
Pius or Bassianus or Romanus. The first of these

appellatives was assumed by Aldus from his having been
the tutor of Albertus Pius, a prince of the noble House of
Capri; and the second was derived from the birth-place of
the printer, namely:- Bassian, a small town in the Duchy
of Lermonetta.

Aldus is zupposed to have taken up his residence at
Venice, as the favourite city, wherein to mature his plans,

about the year 1488 and about 1494-5, he there put forth
the fust production of his press. He introduced Roman
types ofa neater cut than had previously been in use and
gave birth to that beautiful letter which is now known as

Italic,thoug!. inthe fust instance, it was termed Venutian,
from Mauntius being a resident at Venice when he brought
it to perfection: but not long after, it was dedicated to the
State of Italy, to prevent any dispute that might arise from
othernations claiming apriority, aswas the case conceming
the fust inventor of printing.

Prior to the time of Aldus, the only points used in punc-
tuation, were the comma, colon and full stop or period; but
he invented the semi-colon, gave a better shape to the

commq ,uld connected the punctuation by assiming to the
various points more prop€r places. About the period of his
marriage (in 1500), he invented a mode of imposing a
work in such a menner that two languages might be

interleaved and bound together, or separately, at the

option of the purchaser; and about the same date, he
printed the fust leaf, in folio, of aproposed edition of the
BIBLE in the printed Hebrew, Greek and Latin languages,
sothat he hasthe honour ofhaving fust suggestedthe plan
ofa Polyglott Bible, however, the plan fiailed ofbeing then
carried into effect. Printing different languages in opposite
columns was not accomplished till 1530.

The mind of Aldus was entirely engaged in the care of his
printing-house; for, as soon as he had ordered his other
necessary affairs, he shut himselfup in his study, where he
employed himself in revising his Greek and Latin MSS
reading the letters which he received from the learned out
of all pans of the world and writing answers to them. To
prevent intemrption by impertinent visits, he caused the
following inscription to be placed over his door:-

"Plrhoever you are, Aldus edrnestly entreats you to
dispatchyour business as soon as possible, and then
depart: unless you come hither, like another Her-
cules, to lend him somefriendly assistance; for here
will be work sufficient to employ you, and as many
as enter this place."

The mark or device which Aldus - who died in I 5 I 5 - made
use of to distinguish works issued from his press w,N arr

anchor, round which a dolphin seemed to twist. It must be

familiar to every Friendly, Mr Pickering having chosen to
adopt the Aldine anchor as ftis device.

Our illustration of the Aldine Style is taken from an old, if
not the original, edition of Ariosto's Orlando Furisoso, first
published in 1516. To attempt any description of the

Aldine class of tools, would be superfluous after so fair a
specimen in the Illustration. It will be perceived they are

entirely free from shading and, consequently, much more
effective for that description of work for which they are

generally used viz, blind tooling. Both tools and patt€rns

are muchlighter andmore omamentalthan the OldMonastic
School, ofwhich the Aldine in some degree partook. The
present Illustration is much heavier than such patterns are

in general and of which many goodly Rubs Offgraced the

walls at our last Exhibition, which is doubtless in the

recollection of our Brother Friendlies.

We are indebted for the use of the Block to a Fellow-
Friendly, Mr J Maine, whose handy-work at his leisure
moments it is, with the exception of a slight polish-off by
the tool cutter.
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he general appearance of one's library is by no
means a matter of mere foppery, or indifference; it
is a sort of cardinal point to which the tastefrrl

collector does well to attend. You have a right to consider
books, as to their outsides, with the eye of a painter;
because this does not militate against the proper use ofthe
contents.

"Be sparing of red morocco or vellum, they have each so

distinct, or what painters coll spotty, an appearance, that
they should be introduced but circumspectly. Morocco, I
frankly own, is my favourite surtout; and the varieties of
them, blue (dark and light), orange, green, and olive
colour, are especially deserving of your attention.

"Let Russia claim your volumes of architecture or other
antiquities, of topography, of lexicography, and other
works of reference. Let your romances and chronicles
xpireta morocco or velvet;though, upon second thoughts,
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Russia is well suited to history and chronicles. And for
your fifteeners, or volumes printed in the fifteenth century,
whether Greek, Latin, Italian, or English, let me entreat
you invariably to use morocco; for theology, dark blue,

black, or damson colour; for history, red or dark green;

while, in large paper quartos, do not fail to remember the

peau de veau (cilf) of the French, with gilt upon marble
edges! My abhonence of hogskin urges me to call upon
you to swear etemal enmity to that engenderer of mildew
and mischie f. Indeed at any rate, it is a clumsy coat of mail.
For your Italian and French, especially in the long suites,
(qy. sets,) bespeak what is called French calf binding; and
spotted, variegated, or marbled on the sides; well covered
with ornament on the back, and, when the work is worthy
of it, with gilt on the edges. Let your English octavos of
History, or Belles Lettres breathe a quiet tone of chastely
gilded white calf with marbled edges; while the works of
our bettermost poets should be occasionally clothed in a
morocco exterior.
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2. DR DIBDIN ON TASTE IN BINDING

BOOKS AT RISK - MOULD AT A UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY LIBRARY

The [Jniversity of Sydney's libraian, Neil Radford, discusses the preservation cisisfacinglibraie; across Australia and
he refers, in particular, to the Darlington Repository Library, an annexe of the Fisher Library. Libraries housing
collections of great heitage importance, doface accommodation problems and, if the appropriate acfion is not taken at
the outset, not only will these national treasures rot, the health of those people associated will also be at isk. This article
is edited from that written by Diana Giese which was published in the National Library of Australia News. Permission
to reprint is gratefully acknowledged to all concerned.

T\ ooks rn a Sydney library could pose a threat to the The Darlington Repository Library, the warehouse where

ffineUm of those who use them. Within a year of the the books are stored, is big enough to house tlree-quarters
r -books being moved from the climate-controlled of a million books. It haq a concrete floor and plain Lggre-

conditions of the Fisher Library to a new warehouse, gatewalls. Theroof,insulatedwithindustrialfoil,issupp-
Aspergillus mould was found to be disfiguring their orted by girders. A steel mezzanine floor has been added.

bindings. That was in 1983. By 1987 the infestation was The books are stored on metal shelving, away from the

affecting some 12% of the 350,000 volumes at the outsidewallsandtheverticalframewindows. Thereare
Darlington Repository Library. By Septem-ber 1993 it doorsateachendofthebuildingandaloadingbaywitha
had spread to nearly a third of the collection. roller door at the centre. It would seem to be ideal for its

purpose, which wasto store less-used books and periodicals

Asthmatics, those who suffer from hay fever or with a from the Fisher Library's main working collection. These

history of pneumonitis, those taking certain drugs, or who included back runs ofjoumals or superseded editions of the

are HIV positive could be at risk from Aspergillus kindsofbookswhicharestillimportantforhistoricalresearch,
infestation. Environmental conditions trigger the growth
of mould spores, which flourish when humidity is high, 'SydneyUniversity'slibrariesare facinganaccommodation
such as during every Sydney sunmer. They tbrive on crisis,' says Radford. 'It's not just the Fisher Library, but
buclramandleatherbindings.'We'vegottoactnow,'says allthebranchlibrariesaswell. Forpracticalreasons,we'll
University Librarian Neil Radford. 'At the moment, only have to move more and more material over to deposit
the bindings ofthe books are affected, but the mould could storage. Increasingly, this will be material in current use.

easily reach the contents.' This could mean obliterating lnthenextfewyears,we'regoingtoneedmorewarehouses
whole texts. Also, anyone coming into contact with the like this one.'

affected books - like those who come in to read or
photocopy, or delivery people - could fall ilI. When the Darlington Repository was built, it was recom-
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mended that it be air-conditioned. This would have en-
sured that the books were kept in conditions where relative
humidity was at its best for their long-term storage- at an
average relative humidity of 50%. Tnstead, it has been
measured as soaring in summer to beyond 70%, and some-
times as high as 80 or 9 0 %. Temperatures in the warehouse
have varied from 38' Celsius in summer to 4'C in winter.
Optimum growth for Aspergillus mould are 20-30'C and
65-100% humidity.

Air conditioning was originally vetoed on the grounds of
cost but it was clear from the start, that lack of ventilation,
uncontrolled temperatue and humidity might harn the
books, Monitors were installedto measure ambient temper-

atures andrelative humidities over the summerperiods but
meanwhile, mould growth accelerated.

By the end of I 993 , it was clear that remedying the problem
was becoming as much a concem as preventing damage to
untouched books. Earlier recommendations included for
the vacuum slsaning of the entire collection using a filter
to trap mould spores and regular slsening of all floors,
shelves, walls and windows; that shelves be wiped down
with fungicide. Chemical fumigants such as ethylene
oxide could be used to kill the spores, but it is highly toxic
and mould growth would reappear unless the environment
was subsequently controlled.

Also, possible dangers to health were becoming apparent
and that mould infestation presented a significant risk to
users and staff. Variouspreventative measures were recom-
mended: the installation of air conditioning was regarded
as 'the only way'to achieve consistently correct relative
humidity and for disposable dust masks and protective
clothing to be worn. Quotations for the cost of installing
air conditioning and for treating the affected books came
to $300,000 - $200,000 for air conditioning and $100,000
to fix the mould problem.

This has, however, been unfavourably received by the
Senate of the University, its goveming body. This is one
of many very pressing problems which the University
faces. Its historic sandstone buildings are crumbling, for
example, and otherhealthha"srds have been discovered in
laboratories.

The Disaster Planning Committee is also concerned about
collection menagement at the University. The Head ofthe
Committee says 'What has happened here is an object
lesson and a case study for the rest of the country. It is not
only that environmental conditions in libraries should be
right, but they should be right from the start.' 'From the
budgeting stage,' comments Radford. Co-operative
warehousing is being planned in other parts of New South
Wales, Victoria and the ACT. 'From our experience,
people will better understand the serious implications of
not planning properly in the first place.'
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Radford sees the apparent lack ofconcern for the deterior-
ation of the books in the Darlingon Repository as part of
a much larger problem facing Australia. 'Every library in
the country has collections which are rotting. Everything
on paper since about 1850 is on deteriorating acid paper.
Our parliamentary records, our laws, our documentary
material, our literature, the history of our country, the
records ofour scientific advances - everything that you can
think ofthat's been committed to paper in the last 140 years
will not exist 100 years from now if we don't do something.
No library in Australia except the National Library is
reallydoing anythingserious aboutthe acidpaperproblem.
I think Australia is facing a preservation crisis.'

Similar bold decision-making is required in dealing with
this as with overcoming the looming storage problems,
Radford believes. He is on the Advisory Board of the
National Preservation Office and thinks it must lobby for
greater awareness among those in power. 'They must get
excited about these problems and the need to fix them.
They have to be solved nationally, by the government
taking them seriously and making a policy stand.'

LIMEWATER FOR WASHING PAGES

T imewater is a solution of slaked lime in water. It used

f-rto be prepared by builders by placing lumps of quick-
lime in water. Here 'quick' means 'living' and if you ever
get quicklime on your skin, you will understrnd this usage.

Quicklime or calcium oxide (CaO) placed in water bubbles
and hisses, absorbing the water to become slaked lime or
calcium hydroxide - Ca(OFI)r. By soakingthis inwater, we
get limewater, sometimes used for indigestion remedy or
gripewater. Beingaweakly alkaline solution, the limewater
neutralises acidity in paper and also acts as a wash to
remove stains from paper.

To prepare limewater, obtain a couple of large clean soft-
&ink bottles or a glass demijohn, nearly fill with water,
add a couple of tablespoons of slaked lime to each, shake

and leave to stand for a couple ofdays. Label the bottles.
For use as a washing agent for papers, care fu lly pour off the
clear liquid and dilute to one part in three. Refi ll the bottle,
shake and leave to stand ovemight. The slaked lime will
probably take years to dissolve entirely. Make sure to fill
the bottle to the top to avoid air ftom entering and reaching
the solution. The remains of limewater in paper slowly
converts to calcium carbonate which acts as a buffer
against acidic air pollution. Slaked lime may be obtained
from builders' suppliers otherwise, heat some garden hme
(calcium carbonate) in a glass or pyrex dish in a hot oven
for an hour or so and use that as a substitute for slaked lime.
Be careful handling it- weargoggles andrubbergloves and
use a plastic spoon.

Adrienne Allen.
Mortdale. NSW.
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ADHESIVES . PART 4

Novermber 1994

SYNTHETICS - PVA

To recapitulate, polyvinyl acetate (or PVA for short) is a
polymer of vinyl acetate. It is made in very large amcunts

because it has many admirable characteristics - stability,
cost, adhe sion to many different surface s, et c. It emul si fi e s

easily, (moderate chain length polyvinyl alcohol being the

usual stabiliser), resulting in a product with great potential

as an adhesive. Broadly speaking, there are three ways of
modifuing it to improve its performance or to tailor its
properties for specific uses.

1. By adding plasticisers.

2. By using a copolymer instead of straight PVA.
3. By the use of various "additives".

1. PLASTICTSERS
Because the glass transition temperatffe of PVA is above

room temperature, somethilg has to be done to ensure film
formation as the applied emulsion dries. Plasticisers in the

appropriate amounts will reduce the glass transition
temperature to a useful figure and will remain in the film
on drying to give a degtee of flexibility desirable in some

but not necessarily all applications. The most commonly
used one is dibutyl phthallate, but like all plasticisers, it
will slowly diffuse out of the film and volatilise. For
example, this effect contributes to the eventual brittleness
and cracking of car seat covers. These are admittedly

exposed to extreme conditions, but even in the more

salubrious climate inside a book on a shelf, the same thing
will happen eventually. Of course a padding adhesive
quite suitable for a cheap scratch-pad which will be used
withinthe year may be less than admirable for lumbecking
a PhD thesis expected to last for fifty years or more years.

The copolymer approach as in EVA emulsions seems a

more promising one here.

2. COPOLYMERS
Instead of using pure vinyl acetate monomer, two (or
more) monomers may be mixed and then polymerised.
The resulting product is called a copolymer and tends to
have properties intermediate between the pure polymers.
By carefully choosing the monomers and the proportions
of each, a wide range of polymers can be made with
properties optimally suited to specific uses. For example,
properties like glass transition temperature or water
susceptibility can be altered as desired. For the purposes

of this discussion, the important monomers are ethylene,
vinyl acetate and vinyl alcohol. By themselves, these

monomers would yield polyethelene, polyvinyl acetate

andpolyvinyl alcohol respectively. But if mixed, a sort of
hybrid polymer results.

One such copolymer of great potential interest is the

ethelene/vinyl acetate one, originally made for use in hot-
melt formulations. It has found a new use as an emulsion
and is known as EVA. It is ofinterest to us because its glass

transition temperatue is quite low and brittle ageing

caused by migration and consequent loss of plasiciser is

avoided. Such aproduct is sometimes saidtobe "internally
plasticised".

Another interesting copolymer, the vinyl acetate/vinyl
alcohol one, will soften readily in water. This makes it a
possible candidate as a substitute for animal glue on the

spine of a book which might need more repairs on some

future occasion. (It is also excellent for sticking labels on
jars of homemade jams and pickles - the labels are easy to
remove). Such products are sometimes called "re-
moistenable PVA".

3. ADDITIVES
Selecting a stable emulsion of a suitable polymer or
copolymer and if necessary, of a suitable plasticiser, does

not end the formulator's job; he will have to add various

other chemicals. Their names are mrstly self explanatory.

(i) Thickeners. These are addedto increase the viscosity

so they will not drip out ofa verticaljoint, or squeeze

out from between sheets in a press leading to a

starvedjoint. These are often starchderivatives and

so we need to add:-
(ii) Fungicides and/orinsecticides.
(iii) Tackifiers. These materials increasethe immediate

"grab" and are mostly unstable to oxygen and so we

need:-
(iv) Antioxidants.
(v) Wetting agents. These help the emulsion to spread

evenly over the two surfaces.

In conclusion, PVA and modified PVA adhesives are

excellent bookbinding adhesives. In the right place, they
may be sensibly used to modi$ or replace traditional
adhesives. There are many books which need rebinding,
but in which restoration or conservation is not a real issue.

For these, the choice of adhesive can fairly be made on

technical grounds, rather than slavish adherence to
traditional ones andthe PVA group ofadhesivesjudged on
their merits.

Royce O Farrelly,
New Zealand.
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NEWS

T]NBOT]ND SECTIONS FOR SALE

fhere is a treat in store for with a fascinating new book just

I published by the Australian Railway Historical Society en-
titled The Goondah-Burrinjuck Railway written by John
Newland.

The book tells the history of the narow gauge railway that
connected the remote construction town of Burrinjuck Dam (the

settlement rejoicing in the name of Barren Jack City) with the
rest of the world. The construction of Burrinjuck Dam on the

Mumrmbidgee River soutl-west of Yass in New South Wales

was an immense project early this century (to be the second
largest dam in the world) and atffacted worldwide attention. The
&m was constructed to provide storage for the Mumrmbidgee
Irrigation Areas on the dry plains west of Narrandera.

The author was an engineer employed for several years in the
construction branch of the Department of Water Resources with
interests in railways, DWR heritage and, of course, bookbinding.
All of this inspired the author to research into the DWR archives

aad historical photograph collection about a uoique period of
Austaliau history.

The book comprising l28pp accompanied with 144 photographs
and 31 maps and diagrams mostly drawn by the author, is
crammed with information of appeal to anyone interested in
either railways or the history of the M[A. The book also received
excellent reviews in The LAND newspaper and other journals.

Printed on art gloss paper, A4 portrait size, a number of uubound
sections (but machined sewn) are available for $12 or, if you
would rather have an illustrated limp cover bouod copy, $25.
Please add $5 for handling and postage.

Enquiries: John Newland
c/- NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc
P O Box 1110, ROZELLE NSW 2039.

SECTIONS TO BINI)

MAEJONGG by J P Babcock, 2nd ed 1923 - Guide and mles
to this Chinese game, 128pp, illustrated.

Available (if there is sufficient interest) on 8 x A3 size sheets,
photocopied on both sides to give a linished size of approx ,4'6

size (148 x 105mm). Price $8 collected at Gordon or Rozelle,
$12 posted.
Enquiries: Michael Mathew

1 Metzler Place, GORDON NSW 2072
(02) 4e8 3s22

TYPE FOR SALE

Times Roman (mono) 8-18pt, Helvetica (mono and foundry)
8 - 24pt, Dorchester (mono) 14-36pt; some unused. Also,
assorted fancy scripts (foundry and mono). Full sets for blocking
or single sets for hand holders.
Euquiries: Michael Mathew

I Metzler Place, GORDON NSW 2072
(02) 498 3s22

MOROCCO BOUND November 1994

AND EVENTS

SOCIETY OF BOOKBINDERS
COMPETITION 1995

This competition, reported in Paper Consertation News (Sep-
tember 1994), comprises two parts: the first for a fine binding
and the second for the restoration of a full leather binding. For
the purposes of this competition, 'restoration' is defined as "the
repair of a binding when aesthetics and reproduction of the
original appearance is the priority, whilst retaining as much of
the original as possible". Judges will consider work on the
binding only but binders are free to undertake any work they feel
necessary to safeguard the text.

Judges will be Paul Delrue of Chester and Julian Thomas, Head
of Bookbinding and Conservation at the National Library of
Wales. Winners will be announced and books exhibited at the
Society's Conference in June 1995. Prizes to be announced in
due course. Sponsors include J. Paul Getfy Jr. Charitable Trust,
Red Bridge (Bolton) Ltd, and Consewation Resources (UK) Ltd.

For further information, contact Jill Scott
7 Newton Hall Dnve
Plas Newton
chester cH2 IPQ uK
Tel. (0244) 383383

Final reminder tn register your bookbinding entries for the
1995 Sydney Royal Easter Show which closes 21 November
1994 .......

For details, please refer to the last issue of Morocco Bound.

Found on a piece of paper used to line the spine hollow of
William James' textbook A Briefer Coarse in Psychology,
McMillan & Co, London 1892.

"When there may arise differeuces of opinion as to some of the
suggestions contained in this volume, the reader, especially a

woman, may feel assured she will not go far astray in accepting
what is said by one of her own sex, who has the distinction of
three times besting the Empress of Austia in the hunting held,
from whom she 'took the brush'. Ridingfor Ladies is certain to
become a classic." New York Sportsman.
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